**Moon Pie - Questions**

**Step 1**
Match the questions from the Moon Pie Questions page with the answers on the Moon Pie Answers page. Look for clues in the LRO Moon Tune or the puppet story!

**Step 2**
After you locate the answer on the Moon Pie Answers page, turn that slice of Moon Pie over to reveal a slice of the Moon.

**Step 3**
Tape each Moon slice to the blank Moon Pie Moon in the position indicated by the Moon Pie Question number.

Questions:

1. What will the LRO collect?
2. Why do we want to go back to the Moon?
3. What will the LRO orbit and for how long?
4. How did our Moon form?
5. What may have left ice in craters on the Moon?
6. What do the letters “LRO” stand for?
7. Combinations all over the Moon, what are these holes called?
8. What does “Reconnaissance” means to collect what?